The Permanent Mission of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan to the United Nations presents its compliments to the Chief of Women's Rights Section, Division for the Advancement of Women of the United Nations, and has the honour to present the composition of the delegation of Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan to the Thirty-Ninth session of the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women, to be held in New York from 23 July - 10 August 2007:

1.) H.E. Dr. Muhyiddine Touq  
   Head of Delegation  
   Minister of State for Prime Ministry Affairs

2.) H.E. Mr. Mohammed F. Al-Allaf  
   Representative  
   Permanent Representative of the H.K. of Jordan to the United Nations

3.) H.E. Mrs. Asma Khader  
   Representative  
   Secretary-General  
   Jordanian National Commission for Women

4.) Dr. Amal Sabbagh  
   Representative  
   Former Secretary-General of the  
   Jordanian National Commission for Women

5.) Dr. Hala Khyami  
   Representative  
   Jordanian delegation member

6.) Mr. Basheer F. Zoubi  
   Representative  
   Deputy Permanent Representative  
   Permanent Mission of the H.K. of Jordan

7.) Ms. Samar Al-Zibdeh  
   Representative  
   Third Secretary  
   Permanent Mission of the H.K. of Jordan

The Permanent Mission of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan to the United Nations avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Chief of Protocol and Liaison Service of the United Nations the assurances of its highest consideration.

Ms. Christine Brautigam  
Chief of Women's Rights Section  
Division for the Advancement of Women, DESA  
DC2-1228  
2 United Nations Plaza